Managed Endpoint Security

Coordinate your entire
endpoint security from
a single cloud console
The increasing number of endpoint devices attaching to your network gives
cyber criminals more opportunities to infiltrate. The endpoint device, whether
it’s a laptop, tablet, or server, is your first line of defence. And in today’s dynamic
threat landscape, speed counts. The longer an attack is undetected, the more
complex and expensive your response becomes. Our Managed Endpoint
Security solution combines machine learning and artificial intelligence with next
generation antivirus technologies to provide unparalleled endpoint visibility and
protection – making it faster to detect, investigate and respond to threats.
By constantly monitoring activity at the endpoint,
capturing hundreds of events in real time using a
lightweight agent and applying security policies,
we’ll keep your business safe. We’ve partnered with
CrowdStrike and Microsoft, the leading providers of
endpoint solutions, to deliver our managed service.
Our artificial intelligence (AI) guided security
management will also help deliver more accurate
policy updates and fewer misconfigurations to help
improve the overall health of your security system.
And we can integrate with your existing investments,
through seamless interoperation with a number
of security technologies, including Forescout’s
Network Access Control service, Zscaler, and
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)
solutions from a broad base of security providers.

“The average time to apply, test and
fully deploy an endpoint software
patch is 97 days which could leave
you exposed and open to attack for
over 3 months”
2020 State of Endpoint Security Final
(morphisec.com)

A smarter, simpler way to manage
endpoint security
• Drive more accurate, intelligent and faster
insights with AI-guided security management
from a single cloud-based dashboard.
• Manage complete endpoint security from a
single cloud console to reduce endpoint security
management complexity.
• Get rapid updates through a “single agent”
architecture simplified design.
• Eliminate routine tasks and enhance endpoint
security decisions through simplified workflows
with context aware recommendations.
• Our managed solution not only detects a
problem, but also remediates, maximising
protection of your IT environment.

Managed Endpoint Security

A comprehensive endpoint detection and remediation
security solution
Managed Endpoint CrowdStrike

Managed Endpoint Microsoft

Managed Endpoint CrowdStrike is enhanced by Eagle-i,
our transformational cyber defence platform for
predicting, detecting and preventing cyber threats.
One of the challenges with modern endpoint solutions
is the high number of alerts generated.

Managed Endpoint Microsoft from BT is our
comprehensive managed security service wrap for
Microsoft Defender for Endpoint.

With our enhanced service we automatically consume all
the endpoint alerts into Eagle-i and correlate them with
contextual threat intelligence to remove false positives,
before automating the initial remediation steps and
handing over a set of prioritised alerts to you. We’ll take
the most appropriate actions to ensure we identify and
auto-remediate incidents, including isolating endpoints
were appropriate until required actions are taken.
Key features of Managed Endpoint CrowdStrike include:
• enhanced by Eagle-i, the perfect fit security platform
• an automated hunting engine, processing 135m
Indicators of Attack (IOA) decisions/min, 3 trillion
events/week, tracking 130 active adversaries
• an expert, managed threat hunting team, vigilantly
monitoring, 24 x 7
• a cloud native, simple architecture, lightweight single
universal agent. No capital expenditure

As an existing Microsoft Defender for Endpoint licence
holder, you will already have the extensive features
at your disposal, but you may be considering how to
maximise on your investment to ensure you stay ahead
of the threat landscape.
Key features on Managed Endpoint Microsoft include:
• 24x7x365 monitoring of your Microsoft Defender for
Endpoint estate which provides round the clock cyber
threat protection for every endpoint connecting to
your network
• skilled analysts in our dedicated SOCs
• fine tuning of rules to minimise false positives and
maximise threat hunting effectiveness
• dedicated reporting that helps you demonstrate
regulatory compliance
• expert knowledge of Kusto Query Language
ensures effective data analysis
• choice of service level.

• detect emerging threats and new vulnerabilities using
regularly updated threat intelligence.

The new ‘benchmark standard’ in endpoint protection
Industry analysts Gartner, Forrester and IDC place the
CrowdStrike solution as a clear leader over several years,
including the most recent evaluation reports in 2021.

Microsoft has been consistently positioned as leader in the
Gartner Endpoint Protection Magic Quadrant, as well as
other analysts including IDC and Forrester.

Why choose BT?
Our breadth and depth of experience as one of the world’s leading security
brands, with decades of experience in the field, is built on:
• having one of the largest security and business
continuity practices in the world with over
3,000 security professionals
• monitoring customer devices around the clock from
our 13 global SOCs which are accredited and audited
variously to industry and government information
assurance standards
• being recognised by analysts for delivering
outstanding Managed Security Services globally.

We provide managed security services to customers all
over the world and have the technology and intelligence to
spot and tackle cyber threats before they become the stuff
of headlines.
The expertise that comes from the many years of defending
ourselves, has allowed us to develop the unique tradecraft
that we use to secure our customers. We want you to join us
so you will be protected too.

What could Managed Endpoint Security do for you? Visit www.bt.com/security
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